
Request for Proposal #2007 

QUESTIONS 

  
                      INTERACTIVE FLAT PANEL DISPLAYS 

 

1.       Management program or similar (MDM) included - The manufacturer has asked me to get 
clarification on what is specifically being asked for here. For MDM management we are looking 
for software that will help us manage and keep analytics on the devices. We would like the 
ability to be able to push out updates, mass shutoffs, and possibly be able to remote into them 
to problem shoot. We would also be interested in being able to analyze usage of the devices 
with the MDM software.  

2.       Would a small format Intel NUC type of external PC mounted to the rear of the display be 
acceptable rather than an on board PC? Yes this would be acceptable. We are looking to 
provide our teachers flexibility with their teaching. The ability to easily access the same apps 
and programs they can from their laptop device as well as easily share notes with students in 
what we are desiring to provide.  

3.       Feature of 2 way touch from a laptop - Again the manufacturer has asked me to get 
clarification on what this means. We anticipate some of our teachers connecting their laptops to 
the interactive display. We are looking for the ability for the interactive display to be able to 
control the laptop that is connected to it. This could be wireless connectivity or wired.  

4.       A few of the manufacturers have stated that the longest warranty they have available is five 
years. Is the seven years warranty a requirement? Or is there a specific manufacturer that MPS 
has confirmed provides a seven year warranty? We would accept a five year warranty as a bare 
minimum. We would prefer the seven year warranty if they are available from the manufacturer.  

5.       This states that HDMI and USB (if applicable) will be needed. No information is provided 
about what is plugging into these displays. Is a wall plate required to allow a teacher to plug in 
external sources to the displays? What specifically is plugging into the displays? This 
requirement is fully dependent on the capabilities of the device. Currently we have power 
and Ethernet ran to where the devices will be installed. If HDMI and USB are required for 
a teacher laptop to be connected the cables should be provided and installed if needed. 
In many classrooms old wiring is currently found that allowed the older Promethean and 
Smart boards to be connected and used.  

6.       In the single elementary school with block walls how many classrooms in that facility would 
be getting displays? 22 Devices will be installed at Sadler. This building has old block walls  that 
tend to crumble. We have had multiple projectors fall from the walls. We would need an option 



that could hold  the weight of the device from the ground while affixing to the wall to keep it from 
being moved. We are also interested in a rolling cart option for the gym at each of the schools, 
Ten total.  

7.       If possible it would be helpful to have a list of each of the schools that would be receiving 
displays and how many displays at each school would be required (scheduling purposes). 
Below are estimated numbers. We have construction that is about to start at several sites. This 
could change our count by a few displays. This estimated amount by the time plans are finalized 
and construction begins could change. For these sites that are about to be built we would be 
looking for an install date at a later time.  

 
total 
classrooms  

gf 29  

Cherokee 28  

Creek 26  

ECC 24  

Harris Jobe 15  

Irving 24  

MHS 74  

Pershing 26  

RAA 21  

Sadler 22  

SEGA 44  

Whittier 16 construction 

TG 26 New 

Freshman 
Academy 40 New 

   

total 
classrooms 375  

 

 

8.       Would the hot swap pool of 1% displays be stored at an MPS facility? Or would you 
anticipate the vendor storing the hot swap displays? We would store them in MPS. this would be 
for immediate replacement of damaged devices.  



9.       Please reference Terms and Conditions Item # 8. This item references “delivery of website 
hosting services”. It is assumed this is an error and should be disregarded, correct? Yes, this 
was an error.  

 
If you still have questions please feel free to contact me. I will be more than happy to clarify.  
 
Justin Walker Ph.D. 
Instructional Technology Coordinator 
918-684-3775 x 2163 
 
 


